In Memory Of

We recognize here those individuals and Chapters whose gifts to the NAWCC were given in memory of fellow members.

**Jeannine Chapman** given by Jim and Renee Coulson

**James F. Galer** given by Western Michigan Chapter 101

**Richard Whipple** given by Jim and Renee Coulson

---

### Obituaries

- **Robert Arns**
  115973 Burlington, VT

- **Darrell Carr**
  39131 Lenexa, KS

- **Bruce Edwards**
  108115 Orlando, FL

- **Martin Ellis**
  158208 Ripley, MS

- **Bobby Joe Gritton**
  47491 Lawrenceburg, KY

- **Byron Imbt**
  82059 Crystal River, FL

- **Chester Johnson**
  6697 Santa Fe, NM

- **Jerry Kruzel**
  121718 Grand Rapids, MI

- **George Lehmann**
  182991 York, PA

- **Jeffrey Meyer**
  144835 Kutztown, PA

- **Richard Mick**
  120442 Burlington, NJ

- **Ward Miller**
  71297 Lagrangeville, NY

- **Richard Mrstik**
  116828 Rhinebeck, NY

- **Lee Mulder**
  42368 Racine, WI

- **Harry Charles Penoyer**
  66748 Central Square, NY

- **Neal Richter**
  73039 Cleveland, OH

- **George Sargent, III**
  76030 Chicago, IL

- **Marlene Spence**
  9093 Ferndale, WA

- **David Steindler**
  23084 Sheffield, MA

- **Monty Threatt**
  160946 Collinsville, MS

- **Steve Tibbitts**
  73498 Granite Shoals, TX

---

In Memoriam articles for the *Watch & Clock Bulletin* are written to mark the passing of an NAWCC member. Submission guidelines are as follows:

- A maximum of 550 words submitted in a Word document (no PDFs). Text will be edited for grammar, spelling, style, and word count.

- Images are optional but there is a limit of one image. High-resolution images are preferred (a minimum of 300 dpi or 1,000 kb) and must be submitted as a separate JPG or TIF file. Do not embed the photo in the Word doc. Images of very low resolution/quality may be rejected.

- The author’s name and state must be included.

- In Memoriams are accepted on a rolling basis.

- Send Word docs and JPGs or TIFs to editor@nawcc.org.